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torrenly is a site that provides a complete torrent
database with an emphasis on what they call clean

torrents. they also have a very good search function that
makes it easy to find the torrent you want. this website is
known for its fast and easy to navigate interface. if you
want to download torrents from tpb, this is the site for
you. it also has a good search function and plenty of

categories to browse through. then there are the sites
which have all the same torrents as kickasstorrents but
they dont have the same user base. they may have the
same size but with very little storage space. thats why
users may be forced to actually download the torrents

and store them on their hard drives. there are many sites
which look like kat, but are not so reliable. you should
always be aware of who you are trusting to store and

share your files. if youre not sure which site to choose,
then the best option would be to just access your

torrents using a vpn. most of the torrents are in a.torrent
file format, that allows them to be shared with other

people. what this means is that theyre able to be shared
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with other users. what you need to do is create a folder
on your computer and save your torrent file to this

folder. this allows you to share the torrent with other
people easily. you can get more information about how
to do this here. bear in mind that torrents are just files
and arent linked to any website or any type of media
content. theyre simply a way to share files with other

people. it isnt a secure way to share your files because
theyre merely files and can be accessed by anyone who
has the ability to download them. if this is something you
want to do then you must take the steps to secure your

files. this can be achieved by downloading a vpn.
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